
Disconnecting the line of power supply

Black  line

Red  line

Gray  line

White  line

Blue  line

Brown  line

Using the screw to attach the stand on the U shaped notch

Wiring the line of N and L into the line of power supply

Connecting input N and L of driver with output N and L of this product

Connecting '+, -' dimming terminal of driver with '+, -' 1-10V output terminal of product. 

    

  

   

  

  

  

           

     

  

Wireless 1-10V bridge Box  

Wireless 1-10V bridge Box

Wireless
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1.   Communication distance: 15-30M
2.  Polarity reversed wiring: If 1-10V terminal is wiring into high voltage by mistake,  
     it will cause the damage.

Installation guide

For detailed information of APP , please refer to ：
www.beesmart.com.hk:88

9290 014 61462
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02   Select One Option

05   Input MAC CODE

New product can be located after 
successful adding 

Network overtime or searching failure
warning,please check again

03   scan

06   Select Zone

01  Add  Product 
 

04   Search 

07   Successful Adding 08   Adding Failure

Product configuration

Check Gateway and 
compatibility 

enviromnent 
1

Check product power-on condition2

Retry after few seconds3

Restoring to the original state on the lamp, that remove the group, the memory and mode which we have set up before, and then lamp

will not be control

First of all connecting Lamp with bridge box.

Refer to the step of the below to execute.

Wiring the power at the lamp at least 5 second (you can check on or off via the power supply at the lamp).

On/Off power

Wait at least 3 second

Wiring the power

Wait under 4 second

Repeat those steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 seven times

Then the luminaire will be blink for several times which means the luminaire has been restored to the original state

Warning that the remote control and the others equipment which you set up before cannot control the lamp oncerestoring to 

the original state

Restoring the lamp to the original state, the gateway or APP will open the mesh network and allow the lamp connect automatically to 

Zigbee mesh network. Once lamp will flash several time, it mean it is successful and APP will show a few new equipment. Pls refer to 

the APP operation manual.


